FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CompassRespond® v2.0 Portable Situational Awareness System Empowers
Tactical Response
Denver, Colorado- (August 6th, 2020) - CompassCom is releasing CompassRespond® Version 2.0 of its
industry leading tactical response system. CompassRespond empowers first responders to leverage their
ASTRO P25 Motorola APX radios in simplex “Talk Around” mode or Motorola® PDR8000 portable repeater
with real-time location data to support mission coordination on ruggedized laptops where wireless
coverage is not readily available. CompassRespond uses Esri®, ArcGIS mapping technology for background
maps for the area of interest. Join our virtual event August 12th, 10:00 am to 11:00 am MDT to see how
CompassRespond can support your mission, register at www.compasscom.com.

Since 1994 CompassCom provides geospatial information you can trust to deliver results. As a Motorola
Solutions Partner and Esri Business Partner CompassCom integrates the technology used by First
Responders to empower safety, efficiency, and accountability for agencies across the globe. CompassCom
technology enables users to utilize Motorola ASTRO P25 APX mobile and portables deployed in the field.
The system is portable and packaged in a ruggedized case making it deployable by a single operator and
mission ready in minutes. CompassRespond includes history replay, geofencing, emergency alerts, pole
on demand and location on push to talk functionality displayed on fit for mission maps. System is
delivered with Esri ArcGIS map backgrounds or can be customized with agency maps to empower critical
decisions by users at all levels.

Operational support for Special Operations, Department of Defense, Law Enforcement, Fire Rescue,
SWAT, Security, Wildland Fire Fighting, Event Security, Disaster Response, and Hazmat Teams require realtime location data to deliver the right resources, to the right place, at the right time. CompassRespond
with ArcGIS map data support agency’s requirements empowering situational awareness with a common
operational picture.

Join our virtual event August 12th to learn more at www.compasscom.com. The CompassRespond system
is available for purchase from CompassCom and Motorola Solutions Sales teams. Contact CompassCom
today for a live demo or request a loaner system for evaluation.
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About CompassCom
CompassCom has been at the forefront of the GPS Tracking industry since 1994 as a Motorola Solutions
and Esri Partner providing enterprise-level mobile IoT solutions. Our flexible solutions support onpremise, cloud, secure hardened and managed service deployments with location data that works for you.
From AVL to enhanced command and control, CompassCom provides a real-time common operational
picture for governments and industry including public safety, defense, public works, DOTs, utilities,
energy, and other organizations that require real-time solutions tailored to support their mission. To
request a live demo and more information, visit www.compasscom.com, email:
solutions@compasscom.com, or call 303-680-3311.
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